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Methyltransferase ribozyme 1 (MTR1) is a catalytic RNA that has been isolated
from a random RNA pool by in vitro selection. The ribozyme catalyzes site-
specific formation of 1-methyl adenosine (m1A) using 6-methyl guanine (m6G) as
a methyl group donor. The ribozyme has been extensively characterized by
biochemical and structural analyses. Here, we describe high-throughput
screening of single point mutants in the catalytic domain of MTR1 and
determine their effect on ribozyme activity. Our mutational profiling method
successfully assessed the activity of the 141 MTR1 variants tested in each
experiment and revealed that the ribozyme is very sensitive to nucleotide
substitutions in the catalytic core domain. Our technique can be applied to
methyltransferase ribozymes that catalyze formation of different modifications
such as 7-methylguanosine (m7G) or 3-methylcytidine (m3C).
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Introduction

RNAmethylation is a fundamental chemical reaction observed in various cellular events
and has been linked to diverse functions including RNA stabilization, RNA maturation,
quality control of RNA, gene expression, RNA transport, and immune response (Hori,
2014). According to the Modomics database (https://iimcb.genesilico.pl/modomics/),
98 distinct methylated nucleosides have been found in the three domains of life until
now (Boccaletto et al., 2022). In general, these RNA methylations are catalyzed by site-
specific RNAmethyltransferase (s) (Hori, 2014; Hori et al., 2018). Over the last two decades,
high-throughput techniques for the detection of methylated nucleosides in RNA have been
established to survey the status of RNAmethylation (Li et al., 2017). These techniques use a
common basic strategy wherein methylated RNAs are converted into cDNA by reverse
transcription. Certain methylated nucleosides, such as 1-methyladenosine (m1A), 1-
methylguanosine (m1G), 2,2-dimethylguanosine (m2

2G), 3-methylcytidine (m3C), and 3-
methyluridine (m3U), prevent base pair formation during the reverse transcription reaction
due to the methyl group(s) installed on the Watson-Crick face, thus inducing mis-
incorporations in cDNA by the reverse transcriptase. These mutations in the cDNA can
be detected by next-generation sequencing (Yamagami et al., 2022), providing positional
and quantitative information on methylated nucleosides in RNA. Very recently, we
developed a mutational profiling technique that was linked to high-throughput
functional analysis of tRNA methyltransferase, called tRNA-MaP (Yamagami and Hori,
2023a; Yamagami and Hori, 2023b).

Methyltransferase ribozyme 1 (MTR1) is a newly discovered ribozyme that catalyzes
site-specific formation of 1-methyladenosine (m1A) (Scheitl et al., 2020). This catalytic RNA
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FIGURE 1
TheMTR1 shows the catalytic activity under physiological conditions. (A)MTR1 catalyzes the formation of 1-methyladenosine from adenosine using
6-methylguanine as a methyl group donor. (B) Secondary structure of MTR1 with catalytic core domain highlighted (purple circles). (C) The crystal
structure of MTR1 (PDB: 7Q7X) and a close-up view of the catalytic core region with target adenosine (red), m6G base (cyan), nucleotides trapping the
m6G base (green) and nucleotides forming three planar layers (yellow). (D,E)Nucleotide analysis of MTR1 reaction products digested to nucleosides.
Nucleosides in negative control reactions without m6G (D) and in MTR1 samples after incubation with m6G (E)were analyzed with HPLC. Unmodified As
and m1A were eluted at ~32 min and ~12 min, respectively. (F,G) Profiling experiments to assess the impact of pH (F) and Mg2+ concentration (G) on 1-
methyladenosine formation at position 11 in MTR1 were conducted for two biological replicates (n = 2). The plots were fitted to a sigmoid curve.
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uses 6-methyl guanine (m6G) as a methyl group donor (Figure 1A).
The X-ray crystal structure of MTR1 revealed the m6G binding
mechanism and detailed orientation of catalytic residues in the
ribozyme (Deng et al., 2022; Scheitl et al., 2022). The m6G base
is trapped by three nucleotides of MTR1: C47, U82, and the target
A11 (Figures 1B, C). In addition, the triple base interactions of the
m6G base are enclosed by three planar base interactions forming a
top layer (A46-A83-A77), a second layer (C48-G78), and a layer at
the bottom (G49-C77) (Figure 1C). Thus, m6G binding is regulated
by a complex structural arrangement of multiple nucleotides in the
catalytic core domain (Deng et al., 2022; Scheitl et al., 2022).
Furthermore, the methyltransferase ribozyme can utilize m6G
derivatives as an alkylation donor and label target RNAs with a
fluorescent group (Scheitl et al., 2023).

In previous studies, the MTR1 ribozyme has been characterized
by gel- and chromatography-based methods which are time-
consuming and low-throughput. Thus, while broad application of
the methyltransferase ribozyme has been expected, a high-
throughput method for screening mutants with altered ribozyme
activity has not been established yet. In this research report, we
describe a high-throughput assay to determine the effect of single
nucleotide substitutions in MTR1 on methyltransferase activity.

Materials and methods

Preparation of MTR1 and its variants

The sequence of MTR1 was retrieved from the literature (Scheitl
et al., 2020). This MTR1 ribozyme is a cis-acting ribozyme that
catalyzes the m1A formation within its ribozyme sequence. To
prepare the ribozyme, the sequence of MTR1 was incorporated
in a pipeline to prepare transcripts by one-pot in vitro transcription
as described previously (Matsuda et al., 2024). In brief, DNA
templates were synthesized from two DNA oligonucleotides
(Thermo Fisher Scientific; Supplementary Table S1) by DNA
polymerase extension in a 100 µL reaction containing 1x Dream-
Taq buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 1 µM of each DNA
oligonucleotide, 0.2 mM dNTPs (Toyobo), and 5 units Dream-
Taq DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific); the reaction
conditions were: 94°C for 30 s; 25 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 65°C
for 30 s, 72°C for 30 s; 94°C for 5 min; 10°C hold. For in vitro
transcription, the DNA polymerase reaction was mixed with 100 µL
2 X transcription solution containing 80 mM HEPES-KOH
(pH 7.6), 10 mM DTT, 40 mM MgCl2, 2 mM Spermidine,
100 μg/mL Bovine Serum Albumin, 5 mM NTPs, and 2 µg
T7 RNA polymerase (prepared in-house) and incubated at 37°C
for 4 h. The MTR1 transcripts were separated by 10% denaturing
PAGE (7 M urea) and purified by gel extraction.

Detection of the m1A formation by
nucleoside analysis

For the MTR1 reaction, a TAM buffer system (100 mM Tris,
50 mM Acetate, and 50 mM MES) was used (Messina and
Bevilacqua, 2018). For experiments shown in Figures 1D, E, the
ribozyme reaction was performed in a 25 µL reaction mixture

containing TAM buffer (pH 6.5), 40 mM MgCl2, 100 µM m6G
base, 120 mM KCl, and 8 µM MTR1. The reaction mixture,
without m6G and MgCl2, was heated at 90°C for 2 min to
denature the RNA which was then allowed to refold by gradually
cooling to room temperature for 10 min. The reaction was started by
adding m6G and MgCl2 and after incubation at 37°C for 3 h stopped
by adding 5 µL 500 mM EDTA. MTR1 RNA was recovered by
ethanol precipitation and digested to nucleosides by Nuclease
P1 and RNase A at 37°C for 2 h, followed by bacterial alkaline
phosphatase (BAPC75) treatment at 37°C overnight. The
nucleosides were analyzed by HPLC on an Elite LaChrom
(Hitachi) system as described previously (Tomikawa et al., 2010;
Takuma et al., 2015; Yamagami et al., 2016), using the included
EZChrom Elite Version 3.1.8 aJ software to calculate peak areas of
m1A and uridine. The m1A signal was normalized to the peak area
of uridine.

For Figure 1F, reaction conditions were as above whereby the
pH of the reactions was stepwise changed from pH 5 to pH 8.5, while
for Figure 1G the final starting concentration of MgCl2 varied
between the reactions from 2.5, 5, 10, and 20–40 mM. Negative
control reactions were started by only adding MgCl2, omitting the
reagent m6G.

Detection of the m1A formation by
mutational profiling

For the high-throughput analysis of MTR1, we prepared an
oPools (Integrated DNA Technologies) DNA oligonucleotide
mixture of 141 distinct MTR1 variants that have a single point
nucleotide substitution in the core domain (Supplementary Material
S1) as described previously (Yamagami and Hori, 2023b). The
MTR1 reaction was performed in a 50 µL mixture containing
TAM buffer (pH 6.5), 5 mM MgCl2, 100 µM m6G, 120 mM KCl,
and 8.5 µM MTR1 mixture at 37°C for 3 h. The RNA mixture was
purified by phenol extraction and recovered by ethanol
precipitation. As a negative control experiment, the reaction
without m6G was performed. The RNA was dephosphorylated by
treatment with rSAP (New England Biolabs) and libraries for next
generation sequencing were prepared by reverse transcription with
TGIRT (InGex) at 42°C for 16 h, circligation, and indexing PCR as
described previously (Yamagami and Hori, 2023b). Single-end
sequencing of the DNA library was done on a NextSeq 550
(Illumina) using 150 cycles, mid-output flow cells, and the
standard Illumina sequencing primer.

Mutational profiling

Mutational profiling at A11 in each MTR1 variant was
conducted as described previously (Yamagami and Hori, 2023a;
Yamagami and Hori, 2023b). In brief, the 3′ adapter sequence was
removed from sequence reads using Cutadapt (Martin, 2011) with
the following command:

cutadapt -a CTGTAGGCACCATCAAT--nextseq-trim = 30 -j
0 -o output.fastq.gz input.fastq.gz.

For the profiling experiments of m1A at position 11,
MTR1 samples that could be methylated and those that would
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not, by omission of m6G, were used. The mutation rate at A11 in
each MTR1 variant was calculated as follows. Apart from wild-type
reads, indicative for loss of modification at A11, mis-incorporation
at A11 would generate A11T, A11G, and A11C in the DNA library,
so that 141 × 4 = 564 different sequences were used as a reference.
The number of reads matching each reference sequence was counted
using SeqKit (Shen et al., 2016). The mutation rate at A11 (Mrate)
was defined as

Mrate � ReadMutant

ReadTotal

where ReadMutant is the number of reads for sequences with a
mutation at position 11 in a MTR1 variant (sum of the read
numbers for sequences with A11G, A11C, and A11U for that
variant of MTR1) and ReadTotal is the total read number of that
MTR1 variant (sum of all reads counted for that variant, covering
A11, A11G, A11C, and A11U). Mrate (methylated sample) and Mrate

(non-methylated sample) were calculated independently for each
MTR1 variant. Then, the final Mrate was calculated by subtraction of
Mrate (non-methylated sample) fromMrate (self-methylated sample).
The mutational profiling data is provided in Supplementary
Material S2.

Results

MTR1 catalyzes methyl group transfer under
physiological conditions

To analyze the MTR1 activity, we first conducted self-
methylation assays under various pH and MgCl2 conditions
where we determined m1A formation in the ribozyme by classical

nucleoside analysis using HPLC. By comparison to negative controls
lacking the reagent (Figure 1D), the extent of m1A formation that
depended on m6G inclusion (Figure 1E) could be established. The
pH profiling experiment demonstrated that MTR1 catalysis is
optimal under slightly acidic conditions (pH <7) (Figure 1F),
consistent with the literature (Scheitl et al., 2022). At
pH 6.5 ribozyme catalysis can be detected in the presence of
2.5 mM Mg2+ although this activity was about 10-fold less
compared to conditions of >10 mM Mg2+ (Figure 1G). Since the
concentration of free Mg2+ ions are roughly 0.5–3 mM in eukaryotic
and prokaryotic cells (Yamagami et al., 2018), the MTR1 ribozyme
has the potential to methylate itself in living cells. Indeed, Scheitl and
co-workers showed that the MTR1 ribozyme expressed in E. coli
cells is catalytically active (Scheitl et al., 2020). Overall,
MTR1 catalysis is robust under physiological conditions.

High-throughputmutational analysis reveals
residues essential for MTR1 activity

To characterize nucleotides important for ribozyme function we
utilized mutational profiling (Figure 2A), a high-throughput
technique to analyze the efficiency of modification on a particular
RNA residue in response to a nucleotide change elsewhere in the
molecule (Yamagami et al., 2022). This approach is based on the
finding that m1Amodification prevents formation of hydrogen bonds
with deoxythymidine during reverse transcription, leading to
termination and misincorporation of nucleotides other than dT in
the cDNA (Siegfried et al., 2014; Busan and Weeks, 2018). The
technique further relies on a pool of synthetic mutants. In this
case, we generated MTR1 ribozyme variants in which a single
point mutation was introduced in the catalytic domain. The

FIGURE 2
Mutational profiling detects ribozyme activity for 141 distinct MTR1 variants in a single experiment. (A) Schematic illustration of DNA library
preparation andmutational profiling analysis (see text for details). The site representing A11 andmisincorporated nucleotides is indicated by a red cross in
step 4. (B) Relative mutation rates at A11 in all MTR1 sequences tested in this study for three biological replicates (n = 3). Error bars show standard
deviations. Mutants supporting low relative mutation rates affect formation of m1A at A11.
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catalytic domain in the MTR1 ribozyme is composed of
47 nucleotides comprising a stem (S3) and three loops (L2, L3,
and L4) (Figure 1B), requiring 141 MTR1 variants as three
different point mutations can be introduced at each nucleotide
position. A mixture of these ribozyme variants was incubated with
m6G at 37°C for 3 h (Figure 2A, Step 1) after which an adapter for
initiating reverse transcription was attached to the 3′-end of the
ribozyme molecules (Figure 2A, Step 2). After reverse transcription
(Figure 2A, Step 3), a DNA library was prepared and subjected to next
generation sequencing (NGS) (Figure 2A, Step 4). In the data analysis
of mutations at the methylation site A11 (Figure 2A, Step 5), the high
sequence similarity of MTR 1 variants made it possible to directly
count the reads for a specified sequencewith SeqKit (Shen et al., 2016),
rather than using alignment software. About 70% of input reads were
matched to the pool of reference sequences. Note that the remainder
were excluded because the reads possess insertions/deletions which
were not able to count by our method. For example, in the m1A
profiling analysis of replicate 1, we used 14,366,644 total reads
obtained from the reaction in the absence of m6G (negative reads),
and 13,533,892 total reads obtained from the reaction in the presence
of m6G (positive reads). Of these sequence reads, 9,279,856 negative
reads (~65%) and 9,068,605 positive reads (~67%) were uniquely
matched to the reference sequences (See Supplementary Material S2).
As a result, we could detect mutation rates at A11 for allMTR variants
tested (Figure 2B).We calculated relative mutation rates at A11 where
the mutation frequency of the original MTR1 sequence (WT) was set
at 1.0 (Figure 2B). In our previous study, we showed that mutation
rates at the position of a m1A modification have a good correlation
with m1A formation rates (Yamagami and Hori, 2023a). Thus, high
mutation rates for MTR1 mutants indicate that these have a catalytic
activity comparable to wild type, whereas low mutation rates for

MTR1 variants correspond to low catalytic activity. For example,
relative mutation rates at A11 were slightly higher than 1.0 in the case
of loop L3 variants U60C and C62G, indicating that these
substitutions do not affect catalytic activity (Figure 2B). In
contrast, among the L2 and L4 variations, nearly all changes
except for those at C51 and U76 caused loss of enzymatic function
(Figure 2B). Also, point mutations in the terminal sequences of stem
S3 significantly reduced the activity (Figure 2B). We saw that catalytic
activity of the C66G variant is weak, although the altered nucleotide is
located near the middle of stem S3 (Figure 2B). This mutation creates
a sequence of five successive G residues which might fold into a stable
structure specific for G-rich sequences such as a G-quadruplex
structure (Lyons et al., 2017), or, alternatively, might induce an
inactive organization of the catalytic domain by base pairing to the
stretch of six C residues upstream. The results are summarized by
mapping the nucleotides critical for catalytic activity on the secondary
structure of MTR1 (Figure 3A) as well as the tertiary structure
(Figure 3B). A single point variation in the nucleotides involved in
m6G binding or in either of the three layers of planar base interactions
diminished the catalytic activity, demonstrating that our m1A
profiling data is consistent with the MTR1 structure (Figure 3B).

High-throughput m1A profiling results are
validated by nucleoside analysis

To validate our high-throughput profiling results, we performed
HPLC analysis using five MTR1 variants: C51U, C62U, C66G,
C76C, and C80A (Figure 4). C51U is the only loop L2 variant
that does not affect the methyltransferase activity according to our
m1A profiling data (Figure 2B), while variants C62U, U76C, C80A,

FIGURE 3
MTR1 is sensitive to nucleotide variations in the catalytic core domain. (A,B) The critical residues that scored low relative mutation rates at A11 (less
than 0.15) are colored in blue in the secondary (A) and the tertiary (B) structures of MTR1. The target adenosine (methylation site, A11) and m6G are
highlighted in red and cyan, respectively.
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and C66G have high, modest, weak, and no MTR1 activity,
respectively (Figure 2B). The amount of m1A obtained by
nucleoside analysis for each variant was normalized to that of the
wild type and plotted against the relative m1A amount determined
by the MaP experiments (Figure 4). Linear regression analysis
demonstrated a modest correlation between the relative m1A
amounts of nucleoside analysis and MaP with an R-Squared
value of 0.66 (Figure 4). Thus, our high-throughput technique
has a detection sensitivity similar to that of HPLC.

Discussion

We have characterized the effect of single point mutations on the
methylation activity of the MTR1 methyltransferase ribozyme. In
classical methyltransferase (ribozyme) assays, radiolabeled methyl
group donors such as 14C- and 3H-labeled SAM or internally labeled
RNA, have been used (Jiang et al., 2021). Since the methyl group
donor utilized by MTR1, the m6G nucleobase, is not commercially
available in a radiolabeled form, the ribozyme activity has been
monitored with LC-MS and by methods based on primer extension
(Scheitl et al., 2020). These methods limit the number of samples
that can be handled, which would be a major barrier for systematic
analysis of modifying enzymes and technological applications. In
this study, we investigated individual nucleotides for their role in
sustaining the function of ribozyme MTR1 by mutational profiling.
We generated 141 distinct MTR1 variants and determined the
methyltransferase activity of each variant. Our high-throughput
method provided insights for all variants (Figures 2B, 3) and

demonstrated that most nucleotide residues in loops L2 and
L4 were critical for catalytic activity; substitution of C51 or of
U76 was tolerated as long as these positions were not occupied
by a G-residue. As described in the Introduction, the m6G base is
captured by C47, U82, and target A11 while enclosed by three planar
layers consisting of ten nucleotides in total (Figure 1C). In addition
to these nucleotides, our data showed that 12 other nucleotides in
loops L2 and L4 are important for MTR1 activity (Figure 3). These
observations indicate that the MTR1 catalytic core forms a complex
nucleotide-interaction network that is very sensitive to variations in
those loops.

The chosen platform for next generation sequencing yielded
13,533,892 reads in total (for the reaction in the presence of m6G,
replicate 1) after adapter removal and quality trimming. This mid-
scale experiment provided on average about 75 k reads for each
variant (See Supplementary Material S2). Given that about
5,000 reads are required for m1A profiling, roughly 2,100 distinct
MTR1 variants can in theory be simultaneously analyzed in a single
mid-scale experiment, which is impossible to do by classical assay
methods. In this experiment, we used TGIRT, a highly processive
reverse transcriptase that tends to introduce misincorporations in
cDNA rather than to terminate when encountering a modified
nucleotide. We note, however, that other processive enzymes
such as the Marathon reverse transcriptase (Guo et al., 2020) and
the Induro reverse transcriptase (New England Biolabs) would be
suitable for the experiment.

Besides the m1A modifying ribozyme MTR1, ribozymes
catalyzing the formation of 3-methylcytidine (m3C), or 7-
methylguanosine (m7G) have been reported, as well as a

FIGURE 4
Similar detection sensitivities of mutational profiling and nucleoside analysis. The ribozyme activity detected with HPLC (X axis) and MaP (Y axis) was
plotted. The average data (two biological replicates for HPLC and three biological replicates for mutational profiling) were fit to a line (green) by linear
regression.
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ribozyme utilizing a synthetic S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)
analogue as the alkylating donor (Flemmich et al., 2021; Jiang
et al., 2021; Okuda et al., 2023). Reverse transcriptases are
sensitive to nucleotides carrying such modifications provided that
suitable reaction conditions are chosen, like using MnCl2 for the
detection of m7G (Guo et al., 2020). Therefore, our profiling method
is expected to be applicable to mutational analyses of these
ribozymes without any protocol changes.
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